
- Case Study: F-Secure  -

“ F-Secure has been defending tens of millions of people around the globe 
from digital threats for over 25 years. Their award-winning products protect 

people and companies against everything from crimeware to corporate 
cyberattacks, and are available from over 6000 resellers and 200 operators 

in more than 40 countries. ”

Marketing Objectives

F-Secure briefed Inbox Insight to generate new end customer and partner leads using
whitepapers in the relevant target channels.

Campaign Outline

F-Secure were targeting two core audiences from Inbox Insight’s global community of B2B
decision makers:

• UK IT resellers and channel distributors
• UK IT end users in businesses, including senior IT heads

After an initial period of consultation, Inbox Insight launched a content syndication campaign 
using a collection of carefully selected educational and informative whitepapers and blogs that 
F-Secure’s marketing team have produced. Along with these thought leadership pieces, an 8
question incentivised research survey was also conducted as another vehicle for generating
leads, whilst providing F-Secure with some in-depth market research at the same time.

Campaign Performance

Nicki Tucker, Corporate Marketing Manager at F-Secure commented:

“We’ve had some really good leads from this campaign and so have since ran two more. This 
has not only helped to build up a nice pipeline of business for us but we were able to identify 
direct partnership opportunities and have increased out partner breadth as a result.

The sales team and I have been pleased with the quality and size of the leads we’ve received 
and have been able to use all of these, most of the end customer ones have longer time to 
purchase timescales though which is expected. The partner leads we’ve converted around 
45% so far which is fantastic.

The smooth, friendly account management and flexibility with lead handling is also a massive 
plus that I have not experienced in other lead generation campaign that I have done to date...”



-  Case Study: F-Secure  -

F-Secure are on a mission to help people connect safely with the world 
around them, so join the movement and switch on freedom!

- For more information please visit -
www.f-secure.com


